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More Than A Water Treatment Solution 
Chemicals, Equipment, Service, Support 

 
 
 

BULK DELIVERY AGREEMENT 
 
 
ATTENTION 

LIQUID BULK DELIVERIES ARE COMPLEX AND REQUIRE CAREFUL PLANNING TO PREVENT SIGNIFICANT COST 
OVERRUNS.  

 

CAREFULLY INSPECT YOUR DELIVERY SITE.   
You will have a 60-foot size tractor trailer tank truck coming to your site.  It may not be equipped with the 
necessary hose to reach your receiving outlet (max 300’), measure the distance carefully.  Plan on a little extra.  
Does the site need a pump?  A truck will produce about 30 PSI of pressure (about 3 stories).  If you need 
additional psi, you will need to arrange for a high-pressure pump.  How large is the receiving outlet?  We 
recommend a 2” camlock fitting.  If you are expecting to unload 3,000 or 4,000 gallons into a ¾” pipe (the size 
of a garden hose), this will take a significant amount of time and the truck will run up a considerable extra 
charge after the first 2 hours.  We recommend a minimum 2” receiving pipe.  However, this will make little 
difference if it is quickly stepped down to a ¾” pipe. 

IT IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO RECEIVE ALL PRODUCT DELIVERED.   
The charges relative to returning unused product can run into thousands of dollars.  There are a number of 
ways to prevent product returns.  You could order less bulk liquid than you believe you need and supplement 
that with drums of concentrate.  Please keep in mind that if your system was recently flushed it will almost 
always have residual water in the lines and will not be able to receive the calculated amount of the total 
capacity.  It is also recommended that you have empty drums and/or tote tanks onsite so that you will have a 
container available to package any remaining liquids. 

You may want to consider ordering a more concentrated product so when the product mixes with residual 
waters the final result will be the desired concentration. 

Keep in mind that delivery times are not exact.  Our logistics department will work closely with you to 
minimize delays and carefully plan your delivery.  If you have multiple trucks arriving, plan a realistic amount 
of time between them. 

We at Watertech of America, Inc. are committed to help you in every way with a trouble-free delivery with as 
minimal potential for cost overruns as possible.  However, we cannot be responsible for the delivery site or 
estimating the expected needs of your mechanical systems.  Cost overruns such as demurrage, returned 
freight, packaging and other charges are for the account of the buyer.  We are eager to work with you in every 
way to minimize the potential of this happening.  Please read carefully and sign the attached bulk liquids 
contract.  It must be returned prior to your order being processed. 

We look forward to assisting you however possible.  Please call with questions.  
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COMPANY INFORMATION 

Company Name  Customer #            

Ordered by        Title       

Email  Phone  

SHIPPING INFORMATION 

Ship-To Site       

Street Address       

City       State       Zip       

Site Contact         Title       

Email       Phone       

Other Receiving 
Instructions 

      

PRODUCT INFORMATION 

Product #4607    HTF-PG-ND-30% 
(BULK GAL) 

Other Name Propylene Glycol      

Concentration  30%  Other %               

Price        Per Unit       

DELIVERY #1 

Quantity Delivery Day Delivery Date Delivery Time* 

6300         
 
 
If delivery date is changed 3 working days prior to delivery date, holding charges will be applied at 
$175.00/day per truck.  Two hours free delivery time is allowed after which demurrage charge will begin.  
Demurrage charges are $75.00/hour.  Delivery times prior to 11:00 AM that, due to distance from the loading 
terminal, must be loaded the prior day will be charged a one day holding charge.   
 
All additional charges will be billed 2-3 weeks after original delivery date on a separate invoice.  Please let us 
know if we should use the same PO# or a new PO# for additional charges. 
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SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
(to be completed by customer) 

System(s) 

How many systems are being filled at the site? 

What is the reference name(s)? 

      

      

      

Receiving End 

How many receiving ends? 

Location of receiving end(s)? 

 
      

      

Distance 

Distance from truck to system receiving end(s)? 
 

Hose 

Length of hose required?  

Describe any special logistics pertaining to the hose.  Will is run along 
the ground?  Up stairs? Enter through a window? 

      

      

Fittings Required  

Standard fitting size is 2” camlock, IPT, IPS. NPT.  Smaller fittings lead 
to longer offloading time. Trucks can provide the male or female 
fitting. 

Type: 2” Camlock      

Size: Standard 2”      

M/F: Supplied      

Height of Delivery  

How high is glycol being pumped up? 

  

      

Standard Pump 

Trucks are equipped with a standard 30 psi air pressure. This provides 
approximately 3 stories of pumping power depending on premix, 
temperature, and distance to hook-up point. 

Is 30 psi adequate power? 

 

 

 

 

High Pressure Pump 

The customer will make arrangements for a high pressure pump to be 
onsite if additional power is needed (more than 30 psi). 

Do you need a high pressure pump? 

 

 

 

Weekend 

Weekend deliveries may have an additional service charge. 

Is this a weekend delivery? 
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Describe Truck Parking / Arrival Logistics: There are 2 options for making the pump off.  
  

Other Special Instructions:      
   

Note: 2 hours for delivery is included – additional hours to be billed at hourly rate of $100.00/hour. 

 
1. Buyer will be invoiced total amount of material ordered and blended. In the event the system will not 

accommodate the ordered quantity, arrangements can be made to drum the remaining material. The 
buyer shall be responsible for any and all additional costs associated with the transportation, packaging 
and storage of undelivered quantities. 

2. Any and all unforeseen delivery costs and charges incurred due to problems associated with 
transportation, equipment, delivery arrangements, return of unused product, etc., are for the account 
of the buyer and the manufacturer will not be held responsible. 

3. In the event that the undelivered materials are packaged, the buyer has ten (10) working days in which 
to provide shipping instructions to a location of their choice. If not, the seller assumes that the buyer 
will relinquish ownership and title to all materials. 

4. Supplementary holding, demurrage and other charges may be invoiced on a semi-monthly basis as they 
are incurred. 

5. If more products are required than was actually ordered, it will constitute a separate order and be 
priced accordingly. 

 
LIMITED WARRANTY & CONDITIONS 

1. Products purchased from Watertech of America, Inc. carry a “limited Warranty” to the original 
purchaser only under the following conditions: Watertech of America, Inc. will either replace any 
products which prove on our inspection to be defective or refund to the buyer the price paid to us 
therefore.  The products are to be inspected or tested promptly on arrival at delivery destination and 
written notice sent to us of any defect. Any such written notice arriving at our office more than thirty 
days after delivery to buyer of the products shall not be considered timely notice. Failure to give timely 
notice shall constitute waiver of all claims and unqualified acceptance of the goods. Watertech of 
America, Inc. reserves the right to inspect or test any such goods to verify any claim of defect.  

2. In no event shall Watertech of America, Inc. be held liable for incidental or consequential damages. 
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation or incidental or consequential damages, so the 
above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. There are no warranties, express or implied, other 
than those set forth herein. If by operation of law any implied warranties of merchantability or 
otherwise are not negated by the previous sentence, all such implied warranties are limited in duration 
to thirty days following the date of purchase. Some states do not allow limitations on how long n 
implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific 
legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from state to state. 
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3. The chemical nature of Watertech products precludes warranty or guarantee concerning their use alone 
or in combination with other materials. By purchase of use of these products, buyer or user 
acknowledges that he/she has read and understands this notice, accepts the terms hereof, and had the 
responsibility to determine the suitability, if any, of these products for his/her purpose. 

4. No representative of Watertech of America, Inc. is authorized to change these provisions, which relate 
to all goods sold or delivered. 
 

FURTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
1. The price herein specified do not include sales or excise taxes levied as of the date of this agreement by 

any federal, state, municipality or other governmental authority. The buyer agrees to pay the seller any 
such taxes or tariffs as well as any increase therein or any similar taxes or tariffs levied after the date of 
this agreement. 

2. The seller may at any time revise the stated credit terms, whenever it deems such action advisable to 
protect its interests.  

3. The seller shall not be held responsible for any loss or damage resulting from the handling, storage, or 
use of the products shipped hereunder, whether in manufacturing processes or otherwise, by the 
buyer, it’s agents, or vendees. 

4. No claims shall be considered or allowed by the seller unless made in writing within thirty days after the 
receipt of the product, seller’s weights shall govern, unless proved erroneous beyond all doubt. A 
delivery within 5%, more or less, of contract quantity shall be considered as a valid tender. Date of 
relative bill-of-lading shall be conclusive to shipping date. 

5. Force Majeure – Neither Buyer or Seller shall be liable under this Agreement to the extent that 
performance is delayed or prevented by force majeure: that is any cause reasonably beyond the control 
of Seller or Buyer, including but not limited to acts of God, floods, fires, explosions, strikes, breakage or 
accident to machinery, or unavailability of transportation facilities.  Deliveries or receipts that have 
been thus suspended need not be made up upon resumption of performance, and the total volume 
required under this Agreement shall be reduced by the amount not delivered or received during such 
suspension.  The party affected by the force majeure shall notify the other party as promptly as 
practicable of the nature and probable duration. Seller shall not be liable hereunder if a force majeure 
situation exists that makes unavailable part, but not all of its production, manufacturing, transportation 
or distribution facilities, and Seller, in order to meet essential operational needs, applies its available 
facilities to produce, manufacture, transport or distribute products other than the products sold 
hereunder. 

6. Subject to above provisions on buyer’s credit, title shall pass to buyer when delivery of the material is 
accepted by or on behalf of the buyer or his customer. Whether or not title has passed to buyer, the 
material shall be at buyer’s risk at all times after delivery to a carrier unless carrier is owned by seller in 
which case responsibility is assumed by buyer on delivery to buyer’s curb or platform, or to next carrier. 

7. The seller warrants only the standard quality of the product and their adherence to published 
specifications of the seller, if any, but the seller’s liability shall be limited to the sale price of the product 
not meeting such warranty. 

8. The buyer may not assign this agreement or any interest therein without first obtaining the written 
consent of the seller. 
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9. This instrument contains the entire agreement between parties and there are no representations, 
understandings or agreements, oral or otherwise, which are not included herein.  The seller’s failure to 
exercise any right hereunder, or to take any action permitted on a breach by the buyer, shall not be 
deemed a waiver thereof or of other rights or breaches of a like or different nature. 

If you are in agreement with the details as stated above, please sign below where indicated and return the 
duplicate copy of this agreement to Watertech of America, Inc. no later than ten (10) days prior to the 
scheduled delivery date. 

 
Agreed to by: 
 

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE 

Signature       

By signing this agreement electronically, you agree your electronic signature is the legal equivalent of your 
manual signature and you consent to be legally bound by the agreement's terms and conditions. 

Title       

Date       
 
 
 
 


